Exceptional Furniture Fittings That Strengthen & Complement Your Furniture.
SLIP ON CABINET HINGE

Features:

- Concealed hinges for easy installation.
- Wide opening angle for easy storage in cabinet.
- Nickel plated for corrosion resistance.
- Maximum shutter size: 34" x 22" for 2 hinges.
- Suitable for cabinet doors from 15mm to 22mm thickness.
- Shutter cavity: 60mm, 11.5mm deep.

Do's:

- Hinges should be fitted using screws and should not be hammered.
- Do not apply polish, paint or varnish.
- Avoid pushing beyond 105° to prevent damage to hinge.

Door Cutout - Slip On Cabinet Hinge
CLIP ON SOFT CABINET HINGE

**Features:**

- Specially designed cylinder for smooth sliding of shutters
- Provides ease in maintenance of cabinet
- Clip on mechanism for easy installation and removal of shutters
- Wide opening angle for easy storage in cabinet
- Covers provided to avoid dust
- Nickle plated for corrosion resistance
- Tested to BIFMA standards
- Maximum Shutter size: 34" x 22" for 2 hinges
- Suitable for cabinet doors from 15mm to 22mm thickness
- Shutter cavity: 95mm, 115mm deep

**Door Cutout:**

- Hinge should be fitted using screws and should not be hammered
- Do not apply polish, paint or varnish
- Avoid pushing beyond 100° to prevent damage to hinge

**Clip On Soft Cabinet Hinge**

**Full Overlay**
- Product Code: 7216
- Baan Code: LKWHCHS1

**Clip On Soft Cabinet Hinge**

**Half Overlay**
- Product Code: 7217
- Baan Code: LKWHCHS2

**Clip On Soft Cabinet Hinge**

**Inset**
- Product Code: 7218
- Baan Code: LKWHCHS3
Features:
- Clip-on mechanism for easy installation and removal of shutters
- Provides ease in maintenance of cabinet
- Wide opening angle for easy storage in cabinet
- Nickel plated for corrosion resistance
- Tested to BBMA standards
- Maximum shutter size: 34" x 22" for 2 hinges
- Suitable for cabinet doors from 15mm to 25mm thickness
- Shutter cavity: 35mm, 11.5mm deep

Do's:
- Hinge should be fixed using screws and should not be hammered
- Do not apply flush, paint or varnish
- Avoid pushing beyond 95° to prevent damage to hinge

Clip on Cabinet Hinges - Regular
- Full Overlay
  - Product Code: 7096
  - Baan Code: LKXH-CC01
- Half Overlay
  - Product Code: 7099
  - Baan Code: LKXH-CC02
- Inset
  - Product Code: 7100
  - Baan Code: LKXH-CC03

Door Cutout - Clip on Cabinet Hinges Regular
Features:

- Suitable for thick panels.
- Wide opening angle for easy storage in cabinets.
- Nickel plated for corrosion resistance.
- Maximum shutter size: 3/4" X 22" for 2 hinges.
- Suitable for cabinet doors from 18mm to 32mm thickness.
- Shutter cavity: 94mm, 15.5mm deep.

Don'ts:

- Hinge should be fitted using screws and should not be hammered.
- Do not apply putty, paint or varnish.
- Avoid pushing beyond 95° to prevent damage to hinge.
BLIND CORNER CABINET HINGE

Features:
- Suitable for panels having blind corner
- Specially designed cylinder for smooth closing of shutters
- Wide opening angle for easy storage in cabinet.
- Nickel-plated for corrosion resistance.
- Maximum Shutter size: 34” X 22” for 2 hinges.
- Suitable for cabinet doors from 15mm to 22mm thickness
- Shutter cavity: 95mm, 11,5mm deep

**Blind Corner Cabinet Hinge - Soft**

- Product Code: 7091
- Bar Code: [Image]

**Blind Corner Cabinet Hinge - Regular**

- Product Code: 7092
- Bar Code: [Image]

Do's:
- Hinge should be fitted using screws and should not be hammered.
- Do not apply polish, paint or varnish.
- Avoid pushing beyond 90° to prevent damage to hinge.

**Blind Corner Cabinet Hinge - Soft**

- Hinge should be fitted using screws and should not be hammered.
- Do not apply polish, paint or varnish.
- Avoid pushing beyond 90° to prevent damage to hinge.

**Blind Corner Cabinet Hinge - Regular**

- Hinge should be fitted using screws and should not be hammered.
- Do not apply polish, paint or varnish.
- Avoid pushing beyond 90° to prevent damage to hinge.

**Door Cutout / Blind Corner Cabinet Hinge**
**BALL BEARING DRAWER CHANNEL**

**PRODUCTS**

### Zinc Finish

- **Ball Bearing Drawer Channel 105mm (9F)**
  - Product Code: 8173
  - Barcode: 890673070010

- **Ball Bearing Drawer Channel 59mm (9F)**
  - Product Code: 8170
  - Barcode: 890673070016

- **Ball Bearing Drawer Channel 90mm (9F)**
  - Product Code: 8172
  - Barcode: 890673070021

- **Ball Bearing Drawer Channel 120mm (9F)**
  - Product Code: 8171
  - Barcode: 890673070022

Features:
- Manufactured from high grade steel for longevity
- Dual Anti-Rebound function
- Packed with four Anti-Rebound plugs
- Sealed edge for protection of drawer
- Zero placed for better corrosion resistance
- Kit slides parallel and at equal heights
- Do not apply paint or brush
- Do not let saw dust enter into the slides

### Black Powder Coated

- **Ball Bearing Drawer Channel 105mm (9F)**
  - Product Code: 9173
  - Barcode: 89067307010

- **Ball Bearing Drawer Channel 59mm (9F)**
  - Product Code: 9170
  - Barcode: 89067307016

- **Ball Bearing Drawer Channel 90mm (9F)**
  - Product Code: 9172
  - Barcode: 89067307021

- **Ball Bearing Drawer Channel 120mm (9F)**
  - Product Code: 9171
  - Barcode: 89067307022

Features:
- Manufactured from high grade steel for longevity
- Special Anti-Rebound function
- Load bearing capacity up to 45Kg
-节 for easier removal of drawer
- Black powder coated for better corrosion resistance
- Kit slides parallel and at equal heights
- Do not apply paint or brush
- Do not let saw dust enter into the slides

---

**Installation Diagram For Drawer**

---

**Installation Diagram For Cupboard**

---
SOFT CLOSING DRAWER CHANNEL

PRODUCTS

- Soft Closing Drawer Channel 39F (1/2")
  - Product Code: 7863
  - Base Code: LVGD0101

- Soft Closing Drawer Channel 39F (1/4")
  - Product Code: 7864
  - Base Code: LVGD0101A

- Soft Closing Drawer Channel 49F (1/2")
  - Product Code: 7861
  - Base Code: LVGD0101

- Soft Closing Drawer Channel 49F (1/4")
  - Product Code: 7860
  - Base Code: LVGD0101A

Features:
- Precision mechanism for smooth operation
- Special Anti-rebound function
- Load-bearing capacity up to 35kg
- Latch for easy removal of drawer
- Zinc plated for better corrosion resistance

Do’s:
- Fit slides parallel and at equal heights
- Do not apply paint or brush
- Do not let saw dust enter into the slides

---

Installation diagram for Cabinet

---

Installation diagram for drawer

---
HEAVY DUTY DRAWER CHANNEL

Products:
- Heavy Duty Drawer Channel 69mm (57°)
  Product Code: 6961
  Base Code: LKQG/6910
- Heavy Duty Drawer Channel 59mm (35°)
  Product Code: 6952
  Base Code: LKQG/5910
- Heavy Duty Drawer Channel 59mm (35°)
  Product Code: 6953
  Base Code: LKQG/5912
- Heavy Duty Drawer Channel 69mm (57°)
  Product Code: 6764
  Base Code: LKQG/6910A
- Heavy Duty Drawer Channel 69mm (57°)
  Product Code: 6955
  Base Code: LKQG/6910C
- Heavy Duty Drawer Channel 69mm (57°)
  Product Code: 6966
  Base Code: LKQG/6910B

Features:
- Heavy duty application
- Load bearing capacity Agree 125Kg
- Full extension of drawer for ease in storage
- Latch for easy removal of drawer
- 7% nickel plated for better corrosion resistance

Benefits:
- Fit slides parallel and at equal heights
- Do not apply paint or brush
- Do not let sawdust enter into the slides

Installation diagram for Cabinet

Installation diagram for drawer
### SLIP ON CABINET HINGE
- **Full Overlay - 2 Hole**
  - Product Code: LK213
  - Baan Code: LK214
  - Insert: LK215
- **Half Overlay - 2 Hole**
  - Product Code: LK216
  - Baan Code: LK217
  - Insert: LK218
- **Insert**
  - Product Code: LK219
  - Baan Code: LK220
  - Insert: LK221

### CLIP ON SOFT CABINET HINGE
- **Full Overlay**
  - Product Code: LK310
  - Baan Code: LK311
  - Insert: LK312
- **Half Overlay**
  - Product Code: LK313
  - Baan Code: LK314
  - Insert: LK315
- **Insert**
  - Product Code: LK316
  - Baan Code: LK317
  - Insert: LK318

### CLIP ON CABINET HINGE - REGULAR
- **Full Overlay**
  - Product Code: LK410
  - Baan Code: LK411
  - Insert: LK412
- **Half Overlay**
  - Product Code: LK413
  - Baan Code: LK414
  - Insert: LK415
- **Insert**
  - Product Code: LK416
  - Baan Code: LK417
  - Insert: LK418

### THICK DOOR CABINET HINGE - REGULAR
- **Full Overlay**
  - Product Code: LK510
  - Baan Code: LK511
  - Insert: LK512
- **Half Overlay**
  - Product Code: LK513
  - Baan Code: LK514
  - Insert: LK515
- **Insert**
  - Product Code: LK516
  - Baan Code: LK517
  - Insert: LK518

### BLIND CORNER CABINET HINGE - REGULAR
- **Full Overlay**
  - Product Code: LK610
  - Baan Code: LK611
  - Insert: LK612
- **Half Overlay**
  - Product Code: LK613
  - Baan Code: LK614
  - Insert: LK615
- **Insert**
  - Product Code: LK616
  - Baan Code: LK617
  - Insert: LK618

### BALL BEARING DRAWER CHANNEL - ZINC FINISH
- **Ball bearing drawer channel 350mm (14")**
  - Product Code: LK713
  - Baan Code: LK714
  - Insert: LK715
- **Ball bearing drawer channel 450mm (18")**
  - Product Code: LK716
  - Baan Code: LK717
  - Insert: LK718

### BALL BEARING DRAWER CHANNEL - BLACK POWDER COATED
- **Ball bearing drawer channel 350mm (14")**
  - Product Code: LK813
  - Baan Code: LK814
  - Insert: LK815
- **Ball bearing drawer channel 450mm (18")**
  - Product Code: LK816
  - Baan Code: LK817
  - Insert: LK818

### SOFT CLOSING DRAWER CHANNEL
- **Soft Closing Drawer Channel 300 (12")**
  - Product Code: LK913
  - Baan Code: LK914
- **Soft Closing Drawer Channel 500 (20")**
  - Product Code: LK915
  - Baan Code: LK916